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Catalonia’s depression

P

aradox though it may seem,
the television programme
that most seriously deals
with Catalan politics is the
satirical comedy show Polònia which, under the cloak of humour,
more often than not manages to mirror
and even anticipate real events. An example is the recent parody of a TV marathon in which the president unsuccessfully attempts to raise the spirits of the
nation, a sketch that presumably alludes
to the Socialist slogan from the general
election, "Catalunya optimista."
Humour aside, it seems as if the
country is passing from a phase of
"Catalunya emprenyada” – or Catalonia
miffed, an expression coined by the
journalist Enric Juliana – to one of depression. The past five years has been a
historically accelerated period that has
seen the country go through a variety of
phases, including hope, expectation,
frustration and disappointment, which
have alternated with moments of euphoria, resentment and resignation. In
terms of clinical psychology we could
talk of a bipolar disorder that makes objective analysis of the facts difficult and
impedes an understanding of what
exactly is going on.
The arrival of the leftist tripartite government in the Generalitat five years ago
was a jolt to the increasingly hostile
Spain established under the centre-right
nationalism of Pujolisme in the preceding years. This new period appeared to
hail the introduction of longed-for
changes: a move towards the left in social policy and a new relationship with
Spain based more on a new status rather
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than a new statute.
Before the new situation, the balance
achieved by the Transition appeared to
shift, with its beneficiaries using criticism and threats to neutralise any transformation that questioned the status
quo obtained and preserved between
1975 and 1982. Not that the problems
came exclusively from outside. The
contradictions inherent in the ruling
coalition did not take long to emerge. In
a globalised context, the policies put
into effect left no doubt that what was
traditionally understood as "leftwing"

had no place in current political practice. The policies of social equality were
shot down by their own theoretical defenders, making it clear that some of the
proposals – national agreements, a new
culture of water, employment non-policy, the law of dependence – were more
rhetoric than a real possibility.
Amid a alleged debate on state funding, this voluntary negligence was obscured by the long shadows of actual
power and the "client" formulas imported from Spain. At the same time, the
attempt to realign relations between

Catalonia and Spain from a point of
view of equality would roundly fail. This
was interpreted, and not without good
reason, as a sticking point between the
agreements of the Transition and the
new Estatut, like when a rugby player,
who tries to gain ground with the ball
under his arm, is tackled and disappears
under a wave of adversaries, paralysing
the game and preventing him from advancing.
The country has undergone a stressful
identity crisis to the point of questioning, in a way that has never happened
before, its very existence or – as was seen
by Frankfurt – its own culture. And
those leftwing voters, those who share
values of freedom, equality and solidarity, have felt themselves orphaned by the
meanness of those measures that were
supposed to have produced a fairer
Catalonia.
To all of this must be added a self-imposed pressure to excel over the other
communities, with a sort of absurd
competitiveness, in an attempt to dress
up in superiority certain underlying
feelings of inferiority that reflect an inability to understand what it is we really
want. Perhaps the most frustrating
thing of all is seeing how the political
class has revealed its impotence and the
lack of leadership needed by a nation
that puts itself under so much pressure
and finds itself at the mercy of its own
contradictions. In all, it is a labyrinthine
panorama, without any clear way out,
that generates an emerging sense of collective depression, turning even the encouragement to hope into a sarcastic
joke.
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ew people took them seriously ,
apart from the ever growing
army of devoted fans, to even
suspect that they could become
the incredible worldwide phenomenon
that they quickly became. In their own
country they seemed to be leading a social change. A rebellious new generation
was emerging uninhibited, proud and
freer. And they loved a new kind of
happy music. A new era was starting and
they were the symbol of it even if for
'grownups' their music was nothing
more than noise, and with their extravagant looks they were encouraging long
hair, crazy manners and some hysteria.
But eventually even the establishment, politicians and the Queen herself,
started to take them seriously. After all,

they had millions of followers all over
the world and British music was becoming an exportable commodity. Their
names were in the mouths of youth
around the world: Paul McCartney,
George Harrison, Ringo Starr and John
Lennon: The Beatles.
The year 1963, already famous
enough to occupy the front page of the
main evening newspaper in London
after a series of performance in the city,
was an important year for them. It
meant their consolidation as the main
pop group in the UK and the start of
their huge popularity in the United
States. A new style of music coming
from the working class areas of Merseyside and Liverpool was replacing the
prominence of solo singers in the UK

music scene. It was the year of "Please,
please me" that soon became number
one in the music charts. It was also the
year of "From me to you", "She loves you
(yeah, yeah, yeah)" and "I want to hold
your hand", a record that had sold more
than one million copies even before release and went straight into the number
one. It was the beginning of 'Beatlemania' and wherever they went crowds
of teenagers and others a bit older were
stampeding to see them and hear them.
No serious record of the 20th century
would be complete without a long reference to their personalities and their
music. They transformed pop music
and music in general. Their songs will
live forever because they appeal to new
generations. Long live the Beatles!

